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The reason why the writer choose the title "Analysis and the Impact of Export Commodities Toward Blora Government’s Regulation" is because the writer has interested toward the development in Blora Regency. From the provided nature’s commodity, Blora has plenty potention of nature resources such as teak tree forest. Thus it makes half of society at that place build a large / medium wood industrial. From the things above, writer could take some problems 1). What kind of export commodities in Blora, 2). What kind of export commodity that becomes Blora highlight, 3). How big the impact of export commodity toward Blora government’s regulation.

The method that the writer used in writing progress is by using quantitative descriptive method. Source of the data from the research comes from the secondary data result of export commodities, which are time data series that has been took from the period of 2005 to 2015 in the UMKM Office, the Department of Trade and Cooperative Industry (Dinperindagkop), and the Planning Agency And Regional Development (BAPPEDA) of Blora Regency that already processed using Location Quotient analysis (LQ) and Market Concentration Analysis (Gpx).

The results shows that: 1) Lot of export commodity variates at Blora Regency Among others wood processed, furniture, Souvenir, Gembol Jati 2) Export commodity that becomes Blora’s highlight is Gembol jati worth 44.847.000.000 million rupiahs 3) The impact of export commodity toward Blora’s government. Result of the research could be summarized that export commodity has impact toward government’s regulation at wood as basic commodity legality which is Verification System of Wood Legality (SVLK).

The writer suggests to any enterprenuer that the more active he increase the quantity and quality of export commodity production, the government should be plays a role in providing counseling and training to timber entrepreneurs and supervising loggers and facilitating companies to make SVLK ownership licenses coupled with improving the delivery of modern equipment. Because if the basic commodity and production quality increases, it will be an impact toward input or the place’s devisa.
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